PARTNERSHIP

New partnership with American sustainability leader Ampleen
Response to a growing number of companies seeking help to meet and report
on CSR and sustainability goals
Tennaxia, has formed a partnership in the U.S. with Ampleen,
Ampleen, a corporate consulting firm that
helps clients embrace sustainability through its advisory services. The partnership will offer both
technology,, services and training for companies
companies looking to improve, scale up or streamline their
efforts in this evolving field.
Our collaboration with Ampleen began informally two years ago. We focus on helping the
growing number of companies that need to meet and report on accepted sustainability
standards. We also help companies aligning sustainability and core business objectives.

The fruit of our partnership: an expanding range of services
“We have connected with Ampleen because they bring a range of important services to clients,”
Juliette Barre,
rre, Sustainability Principal at Tennaxia North America says. Noting that the firm has
worked for such clients as:
•
•
•
•

New York State Restaurant Association
Great Eastern Energy
Solar One
Greenwich House

They focus on helping organizations develop and implement complete and robust sustainability
programs. These are based on the three CSR’s pillars:
pillars: people, profit and planet.
Specialties include sustainability accounting and reporting as well as employee engagement.
They are designed to maximize a company’s sustainability and CSR effort. To do that, they create
a “culture of purpose” and deliver
er measurable results.
“Together, we offer everything sustainability managers will need for measurement, compliance
and analysis, including tailored software and hands-on
hands on strategy, support and training services,”
says Barre. “We know many sustainability leaders
leaders in the U.S. are increasingly interested in this
combination of technologies and services.”

Addressing sustainability in a new era
“Even though regulations may be cut by the new administration in Washington, sustainability
here and around the globe is still a critical goal,” says Ampleen’s principal of environmental
programs Jennifer Dudgeon. She has broad experience in sustainability management, consulting
and research for companies in the U.S and abroad.
“On the first hand, consumers, investors and business partners increasingly want companies to be
active and transparent. On the second hand, governments, especially in Europe, still have
stringent regulations that need to be adhered to,” she explains.
“For mid-to-large sized companies with multiple sites that are relatively new to reporting,
collecting accurate and comprehensive data can be a challenge. However, it will be required,”
Dudgeon says. “Because we understand and anticipate the pain points, we can help companies
that need to employ dedicated software tools and services. Those are specifically geared for
global data collection, CSR reporting requirements, and performance goals.”
About Ampleen
Ampleen is a sustainability consulting firm based in New York City. First, it started off as an
information-sharing platform on urban green living and environmental and lifestyle sustainability. Then
it expanded its offerings to include employee engagement and training. The firm’s programs are
underscored by the more than 15 years of experience of Ampleen’s trainers and consultants. For more
information, visit: www.ampleen.com

